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SUN VALLEY BRONZE ACQUIRES REVEAL DESIGNS
Sun Valley Bronze Further Expands Its Reach into Modern Hardware

Sun Valley Bronze, the manufacturer of the original and most complete line of hand-
crafted and hand-finished solid bronze door, kitchen, bath and cabinet hardware, 
today announced the company has acquired Reveal Designs, the leading U.S. 
manufacturer of modern hand-crafted hardware.

“Both residential and commercial construction is expanding around the U.S. and 
the modern design aesthetic is becoming more prevalent throughout all regions,” 
said Josh Commons, Design Engineer of Sun Valley Bronze.  “Reveal Designs has 
developed a strong reputation over the last decade for manufacturing exceptional 
modern hardware, all designed by its world-renowned design partners including 
James Cutler and his firm Cutler Anderson Architects, Peter Bohlin and his firm 
Bohlin Cywinski Jackson and Matthew Quinn.  Adding Reveal Designs to the Sun 
Valley Bronze family will expand our reach in the high-end, luxury modern hardware 
market not only in the U.S., but around the world.”

“This is an exciting day for the future of Reveal Designs,” said Steven Rubin, 
Co-founder and Principal of Reveal Designs.  “We now have the strengths and 
advantages of a much larger company behind our brand – a family-owned company 
with deep expertise and a reputation for supplying hardware to the market of 
uncompromising design, quality and durability.  I cannot envision a better company 
to take the Reveal Designs brand to places that we, as a standalone entity, could 
only dream of.”

Terms of the acquisition were not disclosed.
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Celebrating 23 years. Family owned and operated, Sun Valley Bronze offers an exquisite collection of solid bronze architectural door, 
window, kitchen & bath hardware and fixtures, solid bronze tile, lighting and accessories. 

Design. Our finely handcrafted hardware is designed and manufactured at the base of central Idaho’s beautiful mountains. Taking cues 
from the surrounding landscape and our area’s rich history, Sun Valley Bronze artisans create distinctive hardware collections in a range of 
styles. Combine any of our knobs, levers or ring pulls with any escutcheon and choose from our elegant patina finishes to create a beautiful 
environment unique to you.

State-of-the-Art. Precision machining and superior components ensure exceptional functionality and durability. Our commitment to quality 
guarantees Sun Valley Bronze hardware will deliver a lifetime of beauty. 

In our home, and in yours, Sun Valley Bronze is sure to bring a timeless look to your doors, cabinets, kitchens & baths. We have a passion 
for what we do and an unmatched appreciation for quality and craftsmanship. 

Our hardware has been much imitated but never equaled.  From our patented, adjustable ball-bearing hinge to our hand-applied finishes, 
we invite you to experience the Sun Valley Bronze difference.  We believe you will discover endless possibilities.

BCJ Lever 1
Shown in Stainless Steel with 
Oil Rubbed Bronze Grip

Designed by Bohlin Cywinski Jackson, the BCJ Lever 1 
puts bold color, gentle touch and superior durability in 
your hands.

Available in wood, bronze, sandblasted stainless and 
polyurethane grips in multiple colors.


